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Mouths: Other Uses
Animal mouths are not just for eating! Animals use their mouths to communicate with other
animals, to camouflage themselves, to yawn, to carry things, or to clean themselves.

Mammal Teeth

incisor

molar

1.

carnassial

A mammal’s teeth can tell you what
kind of food it eats. This is because
teeth have different shapes for eating
different foods.
Herbivores have teeth shaped for
cutting and chewing plants (incisors and
molars). Carnivores have teeth shaped
for tearing and slicing meat (canines
and carnassial teeth). Omnivores, like
this red fox, can have many different
kinds of teeth located at different places
in their jaw.

canine

2.

3.

Can you match the photo of the skull to the animal?

coyote

raccoon
Answers: 1-raccoon. 2-red squirrel. 3-coyote

red squirrel

Bird Beaks
Just as mammals’ teeth give us clues as to what the mammals eat, the shapes and sizes of
birds’ beaks tell us what they eat too. Read the descriptions for clues to match the beaks to
the bird’s prey. Answers are below.

1.

A.
Common loons have long, pointed
beaks for grasping slippery prey
they find in the water.

2.

B.
American kestrels have strong,
curved beaks that they use to tear
up their prey into smaller pieces.

3.

C.
A ruby-throated hummingbird’s
long beak can fit into narrow places
where they often get a sweet drink
of nectar.

4.

D.
Brown creepers have thin, curved
beaks that are good for fitting
under loose bark where they look
for insects to eat.

Answers: 1-D. 2-C. 3-B. 4-A.
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mammal

beak		

a protruding, horny jaw of an animal

bird		

an animal with feathers

canine

a long, pointed tooth (sometimes called a fang in mammals)

carnassial

a large tooth found in many carnivores that is adapted for cutting food

fang

a long, pointed tooth that injects venom

groom

to clean and arrange fur or feathers

incisor

a tooth in the front of the jaw that has a sharp edge for cutting food

inject		

to force a liquid into something

insect

a small animal with three body sections, six legs, two antennae and no
backbone (spine)

jaw

the bones that form the structure of the mouth and often hold teeth. The lower
jaw (mandible) moves, allowing the animal to open and close its mouth. The
upper jaw (maxilla) is part of the skull and does not move.

mammal

a warm-blooded animal with a spine, fur, and the ability to produce milk

molar		

a large, flat tooth in the back of the jaw that is used for grinding food

mouth

the opening in the body through which an animal takes in food

preen		

to smooth, clean or apply oil to feathers

proboscis

a hollow tube-like mouthpart that some insects use to suck or to pierce and suck

skull		

the bones in the head that surround and protect the brain

